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YOUR DOOR. YOUR DESIGN. YOUR COMFORT.

The choice of your front door is always an important decision, where many different 
 factors are included: Durability, safety, energy efficiency and design. Weru offers you two high-quality 
plastic front door systems for this purpose: TERSA and AVIDA. Highly impact resistant, 
 colour, light and weather resistant, both systems are the optimal choice when it comes to 
 consistency works. TERSA is also suitable for buildings that demand the highest standards of thermal 
insulation and modern design. To make your decision making easier, 
 you can configure our TERSA and AVIDA plastic entrance doors individually and adapt them to your 
needs. In addition, you can also take advantage of our proven colour packages, 
 handles, anti-burglary protection and comfort, with which you can equip your front door according to 
your taste. No matter which front door system you ultimately decide on: With Weru, the highest quality 
will move in with you. And with it the good feeling that you have made the right decision.

WERU. TÜREN FÜRS LEBEN.
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Six steps to the door of your life 

You like to arrange your life individually: You equip your car with a sports package and choose the 
Internet flat rate with your mobile phone contract. With Weru you can also easily adapt your front 
door to your needs. From the frame and colour design to the handle and 
 safety and comfort equipment, you can specify everything to your taste in six steps. In addition, in 
steps 3-6, you can choose from various equipment packages. This will take you to your dream door, 
which will give you a lifetime of pleasure.

CHOOSE YOUR 
DESIRED DOOR

In principle, it is possible to 
 Describe houses as more 
modern or more classic. The 
doors in the catalogue are also 
sorted to match. 
 Let us inspire you and 
 simply decide according to 
your taste - because the high 
Weru quality is a guarantee for 
you guaranteed for every model.

BRING COLOUR 
INTO PLAY

You want to be creative? Sure! 
Simply use the three-level colour 
package, symbolized by the first 
column of the logo. With the 
variety of noble foil lamination 
colours in wood and structure 
optics as well as hundreds of 
RAL colours, you can make your 
door an eye-catcher. 

GIVE YOUR DOOR A 
PROFILE

You decide how much profile 
your door should have. 
Whether glass rebate panels 
for a classic 

Design with offset optics or one-
sided wing-covering for a modern 
look - Weru gives you the choice.

The right door in style: You 
will find our models from 
page 8 onwards

Quality in every detail: More 
about fillings and frames 
 can be found from page 39 
onwards

Show your colours: Our 
colour options can be found 
from page 48 onwards

Modern 
Designs 
reduced, 
llinear forms 
with filigree 
Structures

Glass rebate
filling: 
Offset 

Optics between 
Plastic profile 
and door panel

Classic 
Designs 
traditional, 
timeless forms 
with decorative 
 Styleelements

One-sided 
wing over
covering: 
 Rimitate and 
 accumulate filling 
a harmo
niche unit

ColourPaket: Wählen Sie Ihre 
Wunschfarbe in drei Stufen

1 2 3
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GRAB THE 
HANDLE

The visual effect of your door is 
not only determined by the 
colour, but also by the handle. 
Whether short or long handle, 
wood or metal, flat or round: the 
three package levels, expressed by 
the second logo column, make it 
easy for you to choose and access.

MAKE YOUR DOOR 
EVEN SAFER

Your Weru door protects what 
is dear to you. Even the standard 
equipment helps to prevent 
burglaries. With the Protect 
Package, symbolized by the third 
column of the logo, you can 
further increase security in three 
stages.

INCREASE YOUR 
COMFORT

All TERSA doors are already 
equipped with Weru-
AutoLock - that means the 
door locks automatically when 
closed. In addition, you can 
further increase the comfort in 
three selectable package levels. 
This is represented by the 
fourth logo column

Prove that you have a sure 
instinct: You will find our 
Protect options on page 56

Make yourself comfortable: 
you will find our comfort 
options starting on page 58

Go for it: You will find 
our handle options 
starting on page 52

ProtectPaket: Increase security in 
three stages

ComfortPaket: Increase the comfort 
in three steps up to opening your 
front door by fingerprint

Handle package: Select your desired 
handle from three package levels

4 5 6
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TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Model overview modern, classic and rung designs

The front door is the calling card of your house. That is why it is all the more important that it fits 
harmoniously into 
 Overall picture inserted. In the wide range of TERSA and AVIDA plastic entrance doors you will find the 
right door for every type of building. From modern panelled doors with clear, geometric shapes  
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classic panel doors with a timeless look to muntin doors with vertical and horizontal structures as well as large, 
rapid glass surfaces. You can simply let your taste decide when making your selection: Because outstanding 
Weru quality is guaranteed with every model.

Hint: 
All Weru front doors are also available with matching side 
panel in various design variants
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G = glazing rebate filling, E = sash covering on one side, K = transom.

 = Available in foil lamination.
 = Shown, = Available, - = Not available.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Modern door designs

Design that you can get involved with: Inlays stand out without being thick. Because the metal strips are 
embedded in the door surface at Weru. This way they form a unit with the inlay, which makes cleaning 
easier. Combined with a dark colouring, the inlays look particularly attractive due to the play of light on the 
surfaces.

Front door

Model H10408 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door

Model H11175 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Intarsie

Front door

Model H11170

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door Page section

Model H11171 S00500

Design G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –
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G = glazing rebate filling, E = sash covering on one side, K = transom.

 = Available in foil lamination.
 = Shown, = Available, - = Not available.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance 
doors Modern door designs

Front door

model H11153 

Front door G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door Design

model H11022 S00500

Front door G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Glass art

Front door

model H11126 

Front door G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door Design

model H11023 S00500

Front door G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –
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G = glazing rebate filling, E = one-sided sash covering, K = transom.

 = Available in foil lamination.
 = Shown, = Available, - = Not available.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Modern door designs

Always at your side: In the case of wider house entrances, you can add side panels to one or both sides 
of the door to create a beautiful finish. As with your Weru front door, you also have 
 Side panel plenty of design freedom. In addition to the glass art that we have already coordinated with 
the door design, you can choose from a variety of ornamental glass and clear glass. In this way, you 
determine not only the visual appearance but also how much privacy protection you prefer. For a 
complete house entrance from a single mould.

Front door

Model H11150 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door Page section

Model H11169 S00500

Design G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Front door

Model H10126 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door

Model H11174 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Side section
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G = glazing rebate filling, E = sash covering on one side, K = transom.

 = Available in foil lamination.
 = Shown, = Available, - = Not available.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Modern door designs

Invitation to access: The handle is the touch point of your door. It must therefore offer high functional 
quality above all. Be easy to grip. Be durable. But the handle also makes a significant contribution to the 
appearance of the front door. Length and shape play a role here. To ensure that you find exactly the 
handle that convinces both hands and eyes, Weru offers you a choice of various models. The necessary 
inspiration and the right handle for your front door can be found on page 44 and from page 52 onwards.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

Front door

Model H11159

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door Page section

Model H11164 S00500

Design G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

handle

Front door

Model H11172 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door

Model H11142

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –
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G = glazing rebate filling, E = sash covering on one side, K = transom.

 = Available in foil lamination.
 = Shown, = Available, - = Not available.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Modern door designs

The material design dreams are made of: Carbon is extremely light with very high strength and almost any 
shape. This ensures framing it's not just in race cars for attention. Also as high-quality of the glass cutout of 
your front door, the carbon look quickly attracts visitors to the spell. No matter what colour you choose for 
your door and what kind of glass art you choose - your Weru front door is sure to be a hit.

Front door Page section

Model H11154 S00500

Design G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Frame in carbon look

Front door

Model H11156 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door

Model H11173 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –
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G = glazing rebate filling, E = sash covering on one side, K = transom.

 = Available in foil lamination.
 = Shown, = Available, - = Not available.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance 
doors Modern door designs

Front door

Model H11155

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door

Model H11157 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Front door Page section

Model H11167 S00500

Design G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –
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G = glazing rebate filling, E = sash covering on one side, K = transom.

 = Available in foil lamination.
 = Shown, = Available, - = Not available.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Modern door designs

The perfect swing for your home: In addition to the wide range of popular classic and geometric shapes 
Weru has to offer, our arched designs also captivate with their visual appeal. With a selection of different 
round curved light cut-outs you can choose a soft door shape. This ensures a fantastic incidence of light not 
only in the interior. It is also a rarely encountered eye-catcher from the outside and makes your door 
picture a round thing.

Front door

Model H10123 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door

Model H11166

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Front door Page section

Model H11165 S00500

Design G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –

Arc-shaped light cutout

Front door

Model H10127 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –
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G = glazing rebate filling, E = sash covering on one side, K = transom.

 = Available in foil lamination.
 = Shown, = Available, - = Not available.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Modern door designs

Let there be light: For all those who want to brighten up their corridor, doors with light cut-outs are 
just the thing. This makes it much easier to tie your shoes or slip into your jacket. And so that only 
light and no unpleasant guests can enter, all light cut-outs at Weru are equipped with safety glass on 
the outside as standard. 

Front door

Model H10125 

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door

Model H11161

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Light cutout

Front door Page section

Model H10722 S00500

Design G E K

TERSA

AVIDA –

Front door

Model H11163

Design G E

TERSA

AVIDA –
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G = Glasfalzfüllung, E = Einseitig flügelüberdeckend, K = Kämpfer.

 = In Folienkaschierung erhältlich.
 = Abgebildet,  = Verfügbar, – = Nicht verfügbar.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Classic door designs

Timelessly ahead: Weru front doors in classic style emphasize with noble design elements like 
 cassettes, frames or rungs their traditional character. But inside, a modern heart beats. High-quality 
materials are used according to the latest state of the art to meet all requirements for safety, thermal 
insulation and comfort in a contemporary way. So that you can continue to enjoy your front door in the 
future.

Plan auslaufende DesignNuten

Haustür

Modell H11110 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –

Haustür

Modell H11181 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Noble design elements

Haustür

Modell H10874 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –

Haustür

Modell H10754 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –
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G = Glasfalzfüllung, E = Einseitig flügelüberdeckend, K = Kämpfer.

 = In Folienkaschierung erhältlich.
 = Abgebildet,  = Verfügbar, – = Nicht verfügbar.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Classic door designs

Haustür

Modell H10878 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –

Haustür

Modell H10315 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Haustür

Modell H10354 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –

Haustür

Modell H10323 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –
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G = Glasfalzfüllung, E = Einseitig flügelüberdeckend, K = Kämpfer.

 = In Folienkaschierung erhältlich.
 = Abgebildet,  = Verfügbar, – = Nicht verfügbar.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Classic door designs

Griff als Gestaltungselement

Haustür

Modell H10339 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –

Haustür

Modell H10154 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –

Light makes our world come alive: Timeless doors with impressive 
light cut-outs convey harmony and value. The generously 
dimensioned glass surfaces allow a spectacular incidence of light and 
create beautiful, bright rooms. The opaque glass structures protect 
 while maintaining your privacy. So that you can perceive every single 
ray of sunshine and enjoy 
 can enjoy.
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Lichtausschnitt

Haustür

Modell H10347 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –

Haustür

Modell H10837 

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –



3 2
G = Glasfalzfüllung, E = Einseitig flügelüberdeckend, K = Kämpfer.

 = In Folienkaschierung erhältlich.
 = Abgebildet,  = Verfügbar, – = Nicht verfügbar.

TERSA/AVIDA plastic entrance doors 
Classic door designs and door designs with muntins

Door design that speaks for you: Let your door receive your mail. Because Weru offers front panels with 
letterbox, bell, name plate and intercom in the side panel 
i ntegrate. Without laboriously drilling into the facade or attaching optical foreign bodies to it.  The front 
panels made of galvanised, powder-coated steel are very robust and easy to clean.  
The aluminium name plates can be engraved with names and symbols on request.

Haustür

Modell H10562

Ausführung G E

TERSA –

AVIDA –

Haustür

Modell H00902

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Haustür

Modell H00216 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Letterbox and bell with front panels

Haustür Seitenteil

Modell H00020 S00520

Ausführung K K

TERSA

AVIDA



3 4
G = Glasfalzfüllung, E = Einseitig flügelüberdeckend, K = Kämpfer.

 = In Folienkaschierung erhältlich.
 = Abgebildet,  = Verfügbar, – = Nicht verfügbar.

TERSA-/AVIDA-plastic entrance 
doors Door designs with muntins

Haustür

Modell H00203 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00207 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Haustür

Modell H00912 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00021 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA
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G = Glasfalzfüllung, E = Einseitig flügelüberdeckend, K = Kämpfer.

 = In Folienkaschierung erhältlich.
 = Abgebildet,  = Verfügbar, – = Nicht verfügbar.

TERSA-/AVIDA-plastic entrance 
doors Door designs with muntins

Haustür

Modell H00010 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00002 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00000 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00001 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA
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Printing deviations from the original colours and materials are possible.

Haustür

Modell H00204 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00201 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00011 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00012 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA

Haustür

Modell H00030 

Ausführung K

TERSA

AVIDA
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               weru. exactly my door.

Design  
and Technology
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glazing rebate filling (G)
Classic design due to the offset appearance 
between plastic profile and door panel.

One-sided sash-covering (E) Frame and door panel 
form a single unit on the 
 Outside a harmonious unit. Thus the modern design 
is impressively shown to advantage.  The inside is 
designed as a glass rebate filling.

One-sided sash-covering design only possible 

with system TERSA.

FILLING VARIANTS 
How much profile do you want your door to have? At Weru you determine how your door looks from the 
outside and inside. 

Outside

Outdoor

Inside

Inside

The door according to your house style 

The door determines the face of a house. It is therefore crucial that the door fits harmoniously into the 
overall picture. At Weru, you can optimally match the design of your front door to your house style 
thanks to the different panel designs. On this page you can learn the 
 available design options. And give your door exactly the profile you want.
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Front door systems TERSA and AVIDA 
Discover the hidden values of your door

Whether TERSA or AVIDA: No matter which door system you choose, every Weru entrance door is 
unique. The doors, individually manufactured for you by master craftsmen, impress with features such as 
more security, stability and energy efficiency.

Profile system
- 6-chamber profile, construction depth 86 mm - for highest thermal 
insulation values
- PVC frame with aluminium reinforcement - for high rigidity and tear-out 
resistance                 secure fastening of the locking parts and hinges.

- Front door leaf made of GRP with steel reinforcement - for maximum stability, 

 Rigidity and durable function of the front door

Threshold
Stable, continuous threshold with thermal break - for freedom 
from condensation and high air and driving rain tightness

Seals
Replaceable EPDM seals with high resilience - for high and durable air 
and driving rain tightness

Filling
- glazing rebate filling, basic depth 37 mm, UP = 0.77 W/(m2K)
- Leaf concealing on one side, basic depth 57 mm, UP = 0.52 W/(m2K)

Insulating glass
- 2-pane thermal insulation safety glazing Ug = 1.1 W/(m2K) 

with 6 mm laminated safety glass
- 3-pane* thermal insulation safety glazing Ug = 0.6 W/(m2K) 

with 6 mm laminated safety glass 

Highest energy efficiency values
- glazing rebate fillings up to Ud = 0.91 W/(m2K)
- One-sided sash-covering fillings up to Ud = 0.76 W/(m2K)

Lock system 
Automatically locking AutoLock lock as standard secures the door with two 
latchbolts when the door leaf is simply closed, thus providing effective 
protection against break-in attempts

Tapes
Three sturdy 2-part roller screw-on hinges protect the door against 
levering open and ensure permanent function

Profile cylinder
Profile cylinder with emergency and danger function

Available up to the tested safety class RC 2

TERSA

* Standard bei einseitig flügelüberdeckenden Türen.

Abb. Einseitig flügelüberdeckend
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AVIDA

Profile system
- 5-chamber profile, basic depth 70 mm - for high thermal insulation values
- PVC frame with steel reinforcement - for high stability and safe 

 Fastening to masonry
- PVC front door leaf with steel reinforcement - for high stability and 

 permanent function of the front door

Threshold
Stable, continuous threshold with thermal break - for freedom 
from condensation and high air and driving rain tightness

Seals
Replaceable EPDM seals with high resilience - for high and durable air 
and driving rain tightness

Filling
glazing rebate filling, basic depth 37 mm, UP = 0.77 W/(m2K)

Insulating glass
2-pane heat insulation safety glazing Ug = 1.1 W/(m2K) with 6 mm 
laminated safety glass

High energy efficiency values glazing 
rebate fillings up to Ud = 0.99 W/(m2K)

Lock system 
3-bolt lock secures the door by locking it with two solid bolts and thus 
protects effectively against break-in attempts

Tapes
Three sturdy 2-part screw-on hinges protect the door against levering open 
and ensure permanent function

Profile cylinder
Profile cylinder with emergency and danger 
function

* Standard bei einseitig flügelüberdeckenden Türen.

Abb. Glasfalzfüllung
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 weru. exactly my door.

standard 
equipment
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What TERSA and AVIDA plastic entrance doors offer you as 
standard

Even in their standard version, Weru's TERSA and AVIDA plastic entrance doors offer numerous 
advantages that make your life more comfortable and safer.  Our TERSA front doors are already 
equipped with the mechanically self-locking 
 Automatic lock Weru-AutoLock equipped. In AVIDA front doors, for example, the lock in the door 
leaf is equipped with three solid bolts made of hardened steel. It is almost impossible to saw off or 
bend the bolts.

TERSA AVIDA

Door leaf Hard PVC material, basic depth 86 mm Hard PVC material, basic depth 70 mm

Filling  glazing rebate filling with a construction 
depth of 37 mm and thermal insulation values 
up to Up = 0.77 W/(m2K)

 glazing rebate filling with a construction 
depth of 37 mm and thermal insulation 
values up to Up = 0.77 W/(m2K)

Heat- 
protective glass

2-pane safety thermal insulation glass with 
Ug = 1.1 W/(m2K)

2-pane safety thermal insulation glass with 
Ug = 1.1 W/(m2K)

Glass art filling 
doors

High-quality sandblasting motifs installed in 
the space between the panes or large selection 
of ornamental glass

High-quality sandblasting motifs installed in 
the space between the panes or large selection 
of ornamental glass

Castle Mechanically self-locking automatic lock 
(AutoLock) with individual striking plates

 3-bolt lock with individual striking plates

Profile cylinder Nickel-plated, with emergency and danger 
function and 5 keys

Nickel-plated, with emergency and danger 
function and 5 keys

Outside handle Choice of 14 standard external handles 
and 5 rosettes

Choice of 14 standard external handles 
and 5 rosettes

Inner handle 8 inside lever handles with square/oval stainless 
steel rose or stainless steel long escutcheon lever 
handle

8 inside lever handles with square/oval stainless steel 
rose or stainless steel long escutcheon lever handle

Tapes 3 stable 2-part roller screw-on belts in white, 
3-dimensional adjustable

3 stable 2-part screw-on straps in white, 3-
dimensional adjustable

Colour White White

Dimensions  door width up to 1,250 
mm, door height up to 
2,300 mm

 door width up to 1,200 
mm, door height up to 
2,300 mm

* Bar doors are made of clear glass as standard. Ornamental glass is available at an extra charge.
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Handle selection Equipment at 
no extra charge

Grasping and understanding have always been elementary components of human life. With the choice of 
the handle you create the access to your domestic life not only optically but also haptically inviting for 
yourself and your guests. Weru offers you a selection of exterior handles and interior handles. No matter 
which handle you choose: You will feel the value and stability right from the first touch.

Outside handle
Choose your desired handle from 14 different standard handles.

Outside handle
D055ozE

Outside handle
S051ozE,
Länge 245 mm

Outside handle
S051ozM,
Länge 245 mm

Outside handle
S053ozE,
Länge 245 mm

Outside handle
S053ozM,
Länge 245 mm

Outside handle
G104gfE,
Länge 1.500 mm

Outside handle
G103sfE,
Länge 1.000 mm

Outside handle
G102gfE,
Länge 600 mm

Outside handle
G112gfE,
Länge 600 mm

Outside handle
G101sfE,
Länge 400 mm

Outside handle
G102sfE,
Länge 600 mm

Outside handle
G006gfE,
Länge 330 mm

Outside handle
G007gfE,
Länge 330 mm

Outside handle
G009gfE,
Länge 330 mm
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External rosettes
The five rosettes are available in the standard version and in the three package levels at no extra charge.

Internal lever handle 
D001ozE

Internal lever handle 
D004ozE

Internal lever handle 
S001ozE

Internal lever handle 
S001ozM

Internal lever handle 
S001ozW

Internal lever handle 
D005ozE

Internal lever handle 
D002ozE

Internal lever handle 
D003ozE

Inside lever handle
The standard equipment and the three package levels include a lever handle for the inside. Choose your 
interior lever handle from eight different designs.

Superimposed 
Rosette R002ozE

Rosette
R001ozM

Drill-in round rosette 
R003ozE

Rosette
R001ozE

Square Rosette 
R004ozE
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weru. exactly my door.

packages
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Turn a door into your very own door 

Turn a door into your dream door: Every model at Weru can be adapted to your living requirements 
in as much detail as you like, beyond the standard equipment.  For an additional charge, four 
equipment packages (Colour, Handle, Protect and Comfort) are available, each with three levels (+,+
+ and +++). Symbolised by the four colours  
of the Cube. For more detailed information please contact your Weru dealer.  He will personally 
assist you in making your Weru door something very special.  Or visit our website at www.weru.de 
for more information.

Colour package   Handle package   Protect package   Comfort package
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Colour + Colour + + Colour + + +

Outside: Foil laminated 
inside: White

Outside: Foil laminated 
inside: Foil laminated

Exterior: RAL colours 
Interior: White

■■

■■

Colour: Large selection of 200 colours 
from the RAL-Classic colour palette 
Surface: Foil lamination in wood and 
plain with special surface haptics

Colour The package for more individuality 

Along with the panel design, the colour scheme is the decisive element for the visual impression of your 
front door. TERSA and AVIDA front doors are manufactured in white, similar to RAL 9016, as standard. 
With the three colour packages you can customise your plastic entrance door according to your individual 
requirements. 
Match your personal taste to the house facade. The Colour Package + 22 and ++ 20 provides you with foil 
laminations in wood structure and plain colours, which in addition to the colouring also have a special 
surface feel. With the Colour-Package +++ you have the choice of 200 colours from the RAL-Classic colour 
palette to design the outside of your front door.

Drucktechnische Abweichungen von den Originalfarben und -materialien sind möglich.
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SINGLE-SIDED FILM LAMINATION COLOURS* IN THE COLOUR PACKAGE +
Make your plastic door something very special. With these expressive colours in wood and structured 
optics.

Dark red 
wood 
structure

light grey 
wood 
structure

Anthracite
grey 
Pearl
structure

White 
Wood 
structure

Rustic 
Cherry

Quartz
grey 
wood 
structure

Basalt
grey 
wood 
structure

Siena PN

monument 
green 
wood 
structure

Dark 
green 
wood 
stracture

Grey 
wood 
structure

Moss green 
Wood 
structure

Silver Grey 
pearl
structure

Steel blue 
wood
structure

Slate Grey 
Finesse

Dark 
brown 
Wood 
structure

Anthracite
grey 
wood 
structure

Mahogany

Mountain 
pine

Golden 
Oak

Cream 
white 
Wood 
structure

Bog
Oak

Oak 
rustic

Nut 
tree 

* Kaschierfarben sind nur für ausgewählte Modelle erhältlich (siehe Modellkennzeichnung). ** Gekennzeichnete Farben sind nicht für Füllungstüren erhältlich. *** Nur für TERSA.

DB703 
laminated 
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DOUBLE-SIDED FILM LAMINATION COLOURS* IN THE COLOUR PACKAGE ++
Make your plastic door something very special. With these expressive colours in wood and structured 
optics.

Mountain pineRustic Cherry

Basalt grey 
wood structure

Irish Oak

Walnut 

White wood structure

Golden Oak

Quartz grey 
Wood structure

Silver Grey 
pearl structure

Dark brown 
Wood structure

Cream white 
wood strcuture

Siena PN Mahogany

bog oak

rustic oak

* Kaschierfarben sind nur für ausgewählte Modelle erhältlich (siehe Modellkennzeichnung).

Colour The package for more individuality 

Anthracite grey 
pearl structure

Slate Grey Finesse

Anthracite grey 
wood structure 

DB703 laminated
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ONE-SIDED RAL-COLOURS IN THE PACKAGE COLOUR +++
For the RAL colours, there are about 200 RAL colours available from the RAL Classic colour fan. The RAL 
colours are finished with a gloss level of 30 units. 

Drucktechnische Abweichungen von den Originalfarben und -materialien sind möglich.
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■■

■■

■■

Shape: Short handles, long handles or 
handles with special haptics Function: 
Simple operation and high quality
Design: Match your door handle 
exactly to your door design

Griff The package for catchy accents 

Grasping and understanding have always been elementary components of human life. With the choice of 
the handle you create the access to your domestic life not only optically but also haptically inviting for 
yourself and your guests. The handle package provides you with a diverse selection of exterior handles in 
three stages. You can choose between short handles, long handles and handles with a special feel. You will 
find the matching external roses and the range of internal handles on page 55.

handle + handle + + handle + + +

Selection of rather shorter handles Selection of long and short handles Selection of handles with a special feel

Seamless integration into the classic or 
modern door design

Additional design accents and simple 
operation by large and small

Pleasant to grip and particularly high-
quality in appearance
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COMPONENTS OF THE PACKAGE HANDLE +
With this package you have the choice between different external handles.

Outside handle
D056ozE

Outside handle
G002sfE,
Länge 
295 mm

Outside handle
G002sfM,
Länge 
295 mm

Outside handle
G003sfE,
Länge 
330 mm

Outside handle
G113sfE,
Länge 
320 mm

Outside handle
G003sfM,
Länge 
330 mm

Outside handle
S054ozE,
Länge 
245 mm

Outside handle
S054ozM,
Länge 
245 mm

Outside handle
G105gvE,
Länge modell
abhängig

Outside handle
G125gfE,
Länge 
1.600 mm

Outside handle
G110gfE,
Länge 
400 mm

Outside handle
G111gfE,
Länge 
800 mm

Outside handle
G116gfE,
Länge 
600 mm

Outside handle
G114sfE,
Länge 
350 mm

Outside handle
G115sfE,
Länge 
340 mm

Outside handle
G105svE,
Länge modell
abhängig
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handle The package for catchy accents 

COMPONENTS OF THE PACKAGE HANDLE + 
+ Choose from different external handles that are 
convincing in form and function.

COMPONENTS OF THE PACKAGE 
HANDLE + + + Choose the external handles 
that give your door a special feel and value.

Outside handle
G108gvE,
Länge 
modell 
 abhängig

Outside handle
G124gvE,
Länge 
modell 
 abhängig

Outside handle
G125gfB,
Länge 
1.600 mm

Outside handle
G117gfE,
Länge 
840 mm

Outside handle
G119gfE,
Länge 
1.000 mm

Outside handle
G004sfE,
Länge 
290 mm

Outside handle
G004sfM,
Länge 
290 mm

Outside handle
G108svE,
Länge 
modell
abhängig

Außengriff
G121gfE,
Länge 
1.480 mm

Außengriff
G120gfE,
Länge 
1.050 mm

Outside handle
G122gfE,
Länge 
370 mm

Outside handle
G123gfE,
Länge 
500 mm

Außengriff
G109svE,
Länge modell
abhängig
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External rosettes
These rosettes are available in the handle packages at no extra charge.

Internal lever handle 
D001ozE

Internal lever handle 
D004ozE

Internal lever handle 
S001ozE

Internal lever handle 
S001ozM

Internal lever handle 
S001ozW

Internal lever handle 
D005ozE

Internal lever handle 
D002ozE

Internal lever handle 
D003ozE

Innendrücker
Im Griffpaket ist für die Innenseite ein Türdrücker enthalten.  
Wählen Sie Ihren Innendrücker aus verschiedenen Designs aus.

Superimposed 
Rosette R002ozE

Rosette
R001ozM

Drill-in round rosette 
R003ozE

Rosette
R001ozE

Square rosette 
R004ozE

Drill-in round rosette  
R003ozB

Impressive inside and out 

No door is complete without the right door fitting. The handle equipment packages handle +, handle ++ 
or handle +++ each contain an outside rose together with an inside handle set  
...from the city. You have a free hand in creating your individual combination. For the outside rosette, you 
can choose between a drill-in round rosette or a mounted rosette. The inside lever handles offer you a 
variety of designs, each with an integrated inside rose. This allows you to design your door according to 
your wishes down to the smallest detail.
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■■

■■

■■

Resistance: Increase the burglar resistance 
of your front door
Protection: Prevent the door from being 
levered open 
Safety: Lock the door during normal 
closing

Protect The package for more security 

A secure door that offers sufficient protection creates trust. With the 
Protect package you strengthen the resistance of your TERSA front 
door against burglaries in three stages (+, ++ and +++), 
 prevent easy levering open and allow locking already during normal 
closing. So you are always on the safe side with your TERSA front 
door.

INCREASE OF THE SAFETY CLASS (RC = RESISTANCE CLASS)

RC 1: Components have basic protection against attempts to break in with physical force such as kicking, 
 Counter-jumping, shoulder throwing, pushing up and pulling out (mainly vandalism). RC 2: The 

occasional offender tries to get rid of the victim with simple tools like screwdrivers, pliers 
and wedges to break open the closed and locked component.

Protect + Protect + + Protect + + +

AutoLock Plus AutoLock Plus AutoLock Plus

2 Leverage protection 2 anti-lift-out devices 2 Leverage protection

Security rosette Janus security profile cylinder Janus security profile cylinder

laminated safety glass with safety film (P4A 
glazing)

Security fitting:
The same fitting is used for RC 1N security 
class elements.

Security fittings and security glass: The 
same components are used for  
used for elements of safety class RC 2.
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THE INDIVIDUAL PROTECT COMPONENTS AT A GLANCE 

anti-lift-out devices -  
Part of the Protect +, Protect + + and Protect + + + packages Closing wedges 
and drill-in pins specially attached to the frame and sash rebate interlock when 
the door is closed and thus prevent 
 forcible lifting of the door leaf in the area of the hinges

Security escutcheon -  
Part of the package Protect +
The security escutcheon protects the profile cylinder against attacks such as drilling 
or core pulling and prevents the escutcheon from being lifted off or unscrewed

Janus security cylinder -  
 Part of the packages Protect + + and Protect + +
- The multi-pin reversible key profile cylinder with steel-hardened 

 Safety pins meet highest safety requirements
- Janus profile cylinders have a locking mechanism, i.e. the lock 

exists only once
- I ntegrated core protection disk prevents easy drilling

P4A anti-bullet glazing -  
Part of the package Protect + + +
Laminated safety glass with safety film between the panes - makes it 
more difficult to break the glass in the front door by force
- Contributes to compliance with safety class RC 2

AutoLock Plus - mechanically self-locking automatic lock with three latchbolts -  
Part of the packages Protect +, Protect + + and Protect + +
- Three latchbolts secure the door completely after simply closing the door 

automatic and very effective against burglary attempts
- With AutoLock you achieve high security without locking the door to 

 must
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■■

■■

■■

More convenient: Open your door simply 
by pressing a button
More secure: The self-locking lock with 
electric door opener More individual: Use 
your fingerprint as a key

Comfort  The package for easy opening and closing 

Do you dream of not having to travel long distances to the front door when the doorbell rings? Or the 
obligatory rummaging for the key would finally be history? Then make yourself comfortable with the 
Comfort Package as you wish. In three levels (+, ++ and +++) you can increase the comfort of your door. 
From opening at the touch of a button to opening your door at the touch of a finger.

Comfort + Comfort + + Comfort + + +

3-bolt lock AutoLock AutoLock

Electric door opener Electric door opener for AutoLock Electric door opener for AutoLock

Fingerscan unit with control unit 
including keyboard
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THE INDIVIDUAL COMFORT COMPONENTS AT A GLANCE

3-bolt lock with electric opener -  
Part of the Comfort package +
- When the door is locked, a bolt is inserted into the door frame at the top and bottom.

recess retracted
- With the electric door opener you can easily open the door via the intercom 

open for your guests

AutoLock with electric opener - 
Part of the Comfort + + and Comfort + + + packages
- AutoLock is a self-locking multi-bolt lock: You simply pull the lock 

and the door is automatically closed by two latchbolts to prevent the door from 
 Burglary attempts effectively locked - You can do without locking - Save yourself the trip to 

the door: With the electric door opener, the off-hook doors are opened and closed.
latchbolt is retracted by a motor - when the door is closed, your front door is 
automatically secured against unintentional opening attempts

Fingerscan unit with control unit - 
Part of the Comfort package + + +
- With the fingerscan unit you can open your front door conveniently using your fingerprint 
- You can literally forget your front door keys, codes or cards
- The control unit compares the scanned fingerprint with the fingerprints previously stored for 

access authorization - and opens the door when you press -
tune the door

- With the optionally available fingerscan via Bluetooth from ekey you can now 
in addition to the possibility of opening the door with your finger, you can also open your 
front door with a smartphone. The app is available for Android and IOS devices

- Optionally you can also get the fingerscan integrated in your front door handle
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Lock Extras  
For even safer and more convenient doors

From the special material construction and stable hinges to the high-quality lock system: all security-
relevant elements are optimally integrated in TERSA and AVIDA entrance doors. 
 coordinated with each other. With additional safety and comfort features and additional accessories you 
can give your dream door the finishing touch.

Weru-TwinLock
With the Weru-TwinLock door catching device you first open the door just a gap wide to 
look out. No one can enter until you unlock it from the inside. To get into the house, 
unlock the TwinLock from the outside with a key. A 
 Additional security aspect: All lock parts are concealed in the door profiles.

Keyed alike profile cylinders
With a keyed profile cylinder you only need one key for your house and cellar door. 
Weru's keyed alike profile cylinders offer high comfort and security. They meet the highest 
quality standards and are equipped with sophisticated quality features. 

AutoLock - mechanically self-locking multi-bolt lock
After simply closing the door, two latchbolts automatically and very effectively secure the 
door against break-in attempts. With AutoLock you achieve high security without having 
to lock the door.

Electric door opener
More security and comfort all in one: You can use the intercom system to find out 
who is at the door first. With the electric door opener you can then open the door for 
your guests conveniently at the touch of a button - without having to walk far. The 
extra comfort especially in multi-storey houses or for people with limited mobility.
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Door closers
Who hasn't? For example, you have a lot to carry after shopping - and have to put 
everything down again or strain yourself to close the door. The Weru door closing 
unit, which closes the door completely automatically, provides more comfort. You can 
choose between the slide rail or flat form versions. By means of a precisely adjustable 
force the door falls gently but safely - upon the necessary pressure - into the lock.

Digital door viewer
Good to know who's at the door: The digital door viewer uses a camera to record 
what is happening outside and shows you what is happening inside on a picture 
screen. In a convenient size and without any distortion. 

Fingerscan with Bluetooth
optionally available at Comfort +++ available
Open the front door with a finger or app? Fingerscan with Bluetooth makes it possible. 
Using the app from ekey home, you can define and control who is authorised to enter. 
With just a few clicks you can add new people or delete existing ones. If required, your 
smartphone becomes a remote control - so you can open your front door even from a 
distance. 
And in case your smartphone is stolen, the thief is denied access to your home. This is 
because the ekey home app is secured by a four- or six-digit code. The app is available for 
Android and iOS devices.

Fingerscan in handle
optionally available at Comfort +++, only for the TERSA front door
With its elegant stainless steel finger guide, the fingerscan, which can also be operated via 
Bluetooth, is integrated flush into the front door handle. The integrated fingerscan in the 
handle does not interrupt the attractive design of the wing-covering panel.
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The most beautiful privacy screen 
Patterned glass with attractive structure

A TERSA or AVIDA door with glass elements invites the light to you. And offers you all the freedom you 
need to create your own personal lighting mood. With modern or traditional ornaments in the glass, you 
can create an unmistakable design. And at the same time protect the interior from prying eyes. The 
structured surface of the ornamental glass is located in the space between the panes and allows sufficient 
light to pass through. The outside of the glass is smooth and easy to clean.

Uadi

Punto

Ice FlowerGothic style Satinato

Reflo Mastercarré Pave

Masterpoint

Ornament 504

Cathedral, hammered

Royal King

Cathedral, hammered

sandblasted, with clear edgesandblasted

Chinchilla
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trademark
weru 

 your personal decision for highest quality 
and best advice
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one of the leading door brands for 
your individual requirements 

With Weru you are choosing a quality leader in front doors for residential buildings. That speaks for you. And for us. 
Because hardly any other manufacturer of doors and windows offers you such a professional complete package that leaves 
nothing to be desired. With constant improvements and further development of our products, we are already ensuring that 
your individual door and window requirements will continue to be met in the future. 

Experience & Innovation
With Weru doors and windows you buy pure longevity and decide on the one hand for products of the best quality and on 
the other hand for products of the best quality. 
 quality and on the other hand for a solid company with many years of experience. We are never satisfied with the 
standards achieved. We always strive for more. So that no wishes remain open for you. That means for you: Your Weru 
products always stand for the latest technology and take into account current requirements such as heat and sound 
insulation, burglary resistance and contemporary design. 
Competence & Individuality
With our extraordinary know-how, we will also meet your very personal highest demands. Whether form, colour or 
equipment of your front door and your windows: With us you have countless possibilities to choose from in order to 
realise your individual ideas. We build every single door and window according to your wishes. At the highest 
technological level, manufactured by master craftsmen. Because you don't buy doors and windows for three years, but 
for three decades! 

Weru is considered the epitome of tailor-made solutions from master craftsmen. With more than 175 
years of experience we manufacture doors in Germany (at our production sites in Rudersberg and Triptis) 
according to the individual requirements of our customers.

175 YEARS 
Weru- 

Components

QUALITY 
Made in 
Germany
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 service 
 from weru-fachbetrieb
we are there - whenever and wherever they need us
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competent advice and comprehensive service at your 
weru specialist company
Weru is the only door and window manufacturer with an exclusive distribution network consisting of 750 selected 
and authorized Weru dealers in Germany and Europe - surely also in your vicinity. Here you will find expert 
advisors who know everything about Weru and the Weru systems. People who take their time and help you to make 
the right decisions. And who will give you competent answers to all your questions. They will prepare a detailed 
quotation, take measurements of your house and plan the front door and windows according to your wishes. Who 
will design your new door and windows just a few weeks later. 
 Install windows professionally, quickly and cleanly. And which will not say goodbye until you are satisfied. Your 
Weru specialist company is always available to advise you even after the purchase. You can easily find the door 
expert near you by searching for a specialist company at www.weru.com

When searching for a specialist company, look for the signets "Weru 
Studio for individual design" or "Weru Exclusive Partner for Doors". At 
these specialist companies you will find a large selection of the latest front 
door models.

WeruStudio für  
individuelles Design

WeruExklusiv
partner for doors
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professional

 
installation 
your installation in safe hands
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doors and windows are only as good as their installation
Your new entrance door can only prove its advantages in terms of reliable burglar resistance, maximum comfort and 
energy efficiency as well as optimised sound insulation if it is installed professionally by trained fitters. That is why we only 
have our products installed by qualified Weru specialists. They pay close attention to the laws of building physics, sufficient 
stability and the use of reliable fastening and sealing materials. From planning to professional execution. 

Professional assembly
Whoever plans your door will also install it himself quickly, 
cleanly and professionally according to the latest state of the art. 
A fact that ensures extreme care!
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Weru Windows
No matter whether you are building new or renovating: When it comes to choosing the right 
windows, there is no alternative to reliable quality. Only in this way can you be sure that the 
 The decision you make today will still be the right one tomorrow. With Weru you can rely on a 
reliable development know-how of more than 50 years, on proven window systems that we have 
constantly developed further and on the individual scope for design with numerous equipment 
options. 

             further   

weru- 
             products
for all who want more than just doors



7 1Window Front doors Raffstores French doors

More detailed information on all 
Weru quality products is available at 
www.weru.com or from your Weru 
dealer.

Learn more about the complete Weru range
- Aluminium entrance door systems
- Plastic windows as all-glass corner
- Windows made of plastic, aluminium and plastic/aluminium
- Roller shutter windows with and without motorization as well as insect 
protection roller blind - Venetian blind windows with motorization and 
optional insect protection roller blind - Patio and balcony doors with different 
opening variants



© WERU GmbH. Subject to technical changes. Illustrations partly with special equipment subject to charge.  Printing deviations 
from colours, surfaces, materials and glasses are possible.  
Have the product samples shown to you at your Weru specialist company.  
Order No. 10 220 457. 07/19 Token charge: 4,- Euro

We would be pleased to advise you personally:
WERU GmbH 

Zumhoferstraße 25 

73635 Rudersberg

www.weru.com




